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shadorv of rvhat r,',il} happen to all people across these United States if
Please understand that rn,e must
rve do not put an end to it.
prudent
exhaust ali
measures before taking a physicai stand against
the horrific actions that the People of Harne5, County are enduring
(including the Hammond's). If this Notice is ignored, then one mol'e
Notice of Dernand will be sent, it wiII list the many petitions that have
been ignored and demand that the Hammond's rights be restored. If
that final Notice is rejected then People across tire Union will have
justification to assemble and once again restore individual rights. . . .
Thank you,
The Bundy Family
The Hammonds were scheduled to report to federal prison on January 4,

2016. The following message was posted to the Bundy Ranch Facebook page:
FOR I1VIMEDIATE PRESS RELEASE:
CLIVEN D. BUNDY
PO Box 7175
Bunkerville, N\r 89007
702-346-5564
January 1,2016

With great concern and love and much consideration from pravel, I
come to you Harney County Sheriff of Oregon David N[. Ward, rancher
Steven Dwight Hammond, and rancher Drvight Lincoln Hammond, Jr.,

I, Cliven D. Bundy, have been inrroived for several rveeks in the
background striving to understand and cornprehend your dilemrnas in
Harney Count5r, Oregon. . . .

The United States Justice Department has NO jurisdiction

or

authority rvithin the State of Oregon, County of Harney over this type
of ranch rnanagement. These lands are not under U.S. treaties or
commerce, they are not article 4 territories, and Congress does not
have unlimited power. These lands have been admitted into statehood
and are part of the great State of Oregon and the citizens of Harney
County enjoy the fullness of the protections of the U.S. Constitution.
The U.S. Constitution limits United States government.

It is m5r suggestion, Steven Hammond, that you go and check yourself
into Harney County jail asking for protective custody. It is my

suggestion, Dwight Hammond, that you go and check yourself into
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Harney County jail asking for protectirre custody. It is my suggestion,
Harney County Sheriff David Ward, accept these trvo lanchers into
your jail, notify the United States Solicitor in Washington DC that you
have these trn o ranchers in Harney County jail, that they ivill remain
there indefinitely under your protective custody and the protection of
We the People of Harney County and We the People of the United
States of America.

I suggest an Evidentiary Hearing or a Grand Jury be formed by We the
People.

I feei that this action is immediately important, that it should be taken
place before 10:00 am Saturday, January 2, 2AL6. I ivill hold these
suggestions private until that time then I will release this letter to
those having state and county jurisdiction and to the media.

Cliven D. Bundy
Despite Bundy's efforts otherwise, the Hammonds reported for their federal
sentence as directed to do so on January 4,2AL6. However, on January 2,20L6,

Ammon Bundy, Ryan Bundy, Ryan Payne and others took over the N{NWR,
occupying

it with guns and openly stating their intention to prevent federal officers

from returning to do their work on the refuge.
Bundy made statements in the media, linking the April L2,2014, assault to
the MNWR occupation. In a video and article from a Las Vegas television channel
website, titled "Rancher responds to calls for his arrest," posted on or about

January 19, 2016, Bundy stated, "I'm not gonna ever let the federal government
come here and abuse me, and my ranch, and my cattle and the public again. . . . fire

have really enjoygd our freedom and liberty out here and enjoyed the land, and

that's what the Bundy standoff was all about.

It

rvas to give access to the people,

and I would be able to continue ranching and tradition. . ." With respect to the
Gov't's N{emo in Support of Its Motion for PT Detention
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NINWR takeover, Bundy stated, "Somebody has to stand up, and

it

happened to be

my sons that stood, and they will stand. They're not going to give up."
http://rvwlv.lasvegasnorv.com/nervs/rancher-responds-to-calls-for-his-arrest

(last

visited February 13, 2016).
On January 22,20L6, weeks into the MN\ fR occupation, in a video and an

article from another Las Vegas television channel website, titled "Activists caII on
government to alrest Cliven Bundy, sons," Bundy stated about the MNWR
occupation, "They did something they had to do.

It

has been extreme but the world

has been listening." In the same interview, addressing the

stated,

it was "very much

a success. We are standing in the freest place on earth. .

Quit worrying about the Bundys, and if we're terrorists,
...

.

April 12 assault, Bundy

so

.

what? We're terrorists

We the People are enjoying fieedom here."

http://www.fox5veeas.com/storv/31036532/ activists-call-on-eovernment-to-arrestcliven-bundv-sons (last visited February 13, 2016).
On January 26,20L6, in a video and a caption from a Las Vegas newspaper

article titled "Rancher Cliven Bundy responds to sons' arrests in Oregon standoff,"
Bundy stated "What's going to happen tomorrow,

I

don't know. You know there's

going to be a rally across America, maybe around the world.

I don't know what side

they are going to take. You know, this will be a wakeup call to America. This whole

battle is over a constitutional issue, where the Federal Government has no rights

within the state, or at least rights within a sovereign state. . . . ."
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(http://wrvrv.rerrien journal.corn/nervs/n:rLion.and-worlcl/raucher-cliven-bundyresponds-sons-arrests-oreson-standoff-video\ (last visited February 15, 2016).
On January 30, 2016, in a video and article on a local Utah news website

titled "Cliven Bundy: It was murder," Bundy stated:
[S]omebody had to make a stand. WeII, if you make a stand without
glrns, what kind of stand do you make? You know, the government just
come in there with bing bangs and smoke bombs and you don't yott
don't have no strength. You know, I hate to see me sons and
anybody suffer and I don't believe that Federal Government has any
jurisdiction authority, I believe it's up to the public. It's going to be a
public opinion and I don't even knorv at this point if the public opinion
makes any difference. Those people are murderers; they threatened
Dwight Hammond to the point that he was scared. They basically had
the community scared and they proved how powerful they was when
they assassinated LaVoy Finicum, and I don't think there is any limit
to the Federal government's wickedness . . You sign contracts with
the Federal Government giving them unlimited power. You wind up in
their Federal courts and you never win. Why don't you stand up for
your preemptive grazing right? Why don't you stand up for property
rights? That's u,hat LaVoy u,ould tell you today . . . .
rchive/2016/0

murder/ (last visited February 13, 2016).

In a national media online article dated on or about January 31, 2016, titled
"Bundy clan leader'unrepentant even as Oregon protest collapses," Bundy stated:
"They're leaving me alone . . . In this part of Clark County and on Bundy Ranch, we
say we're the freest place on Earth . . . They [the federal government] have no

jurisdiction or authority, and they have no policing power . . . They have no

businesshere..." https://www.ivashingtonpost.com/national/health-science/
bundv-clan-ieader-unlep entant-even-as-ore eon-protest- collapses/20 16/0 1/30/
842a4750-c6c5-11e5-8965-0607e0e265ce storv.html (last visited February 15, 2016).
Page 20
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On Febmary 1, 2016. Buncly sent the following notarized "Notice to Harney

County Sheriff' which was addressed also to the Governor of Oregon and the
President of the United States, indicating that "\\re the People," intendecl to retain
possession of the "Harney County Resource Center," the name given to the MN\4IR

by the occttpiers.
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In an intervierv quoted in an article posted to a nervs lvebsite, Bundy explained the
letter as follorvs, "What this is saying is that Cliven Bundy is taking control of
things . . . If we don't retain it, then we've lost everything that we've done in the last
trvo months. We're not gonna give

up."

He added: "Thi.s is not Ammon's message.

This is my rnessage ... We've made a decision to retain

it

... The feds are going to

get out of there." Bundy once again reiterated his stance that "the federal government doesn't
have any jurisdiction or authority." http:/ilvu,rl,.thequardian.com/us-news/201 6/feb/0l1oregon-

armed-niilitia-standoff-cliven-ammon-bundy-malheur-national-wildlife-

reige?CMP=share btll師

(last viSited February 13,2016).

/////
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In a video posted to Youtube titled,

Cliven Bundy speaks after Kanab

funeral for LaV oy Filucum,"published on February 6,2016,by a local Utah
ne、 vspaper,Bundy

stated:

It don't matter、 vhoヽ Ⅳe elect to the President of the United States,it
don't lllatter who we elect for Congress,it doゴ t matter who we elect for

our Judges or the appointed Judges, the legal part don't work and
vhy? It's because the
political part don't work, and do you know 、
bureaucrat has got so fat and so healthy, that he is the one that
prospers, he is the one that has hfe liberty and the pursuit of
ve are feeding hiln, and when you get to this point, I've
happiness, 、
Gov't's lllemo in Support of Its N(otion for PT Detention
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been to this point for twenty years. I said no, I'm not going to sign
contracts、 vith you and I'l■ not going to pay you anymore,but l said
twenty years ago,if ten ranchers would fbllow me,we would have had
this thing beat a long tilne ago. Todayヽ Ⅳe still don't have it beat....
You[ranChers]you have terms and conditions you have to fo1low,and
if you don't follow theln,you know what happens? You[ranChers]end
up in a federal co■ lrt andヽ Ⅳhere in federal couFt did anyone eveFヽ Vin?
Ⅵ■lere in a federal court did a rancher,a resource user,ever、 vin in a
Federal court. You can't win at that Federal court, and it's their
court."
https:〃 www.voutube.com/watch?v=BHvCLZTrRGc(last

ViSited February 13,2016).

On February 10,2016,Bundy Ranch Facebook page posted the following
status update:
B口 ndy
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When other Facebook users commented on the post, Bundy Ranch

continually reiterated its cali to "head to Burns now!" and advised others to "meet
Cliven at the resource center, go now." That same night, Bundy flew
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unaccompanied by his bod5,guards to Portland, Oregon, lvhere he rvas taken into

federal custod5. at the airport.
While Bundy lvas traveling, another subject rvho had days earlier traveled
from MN\\[R to l\,{esquite, Nevada, posted a statris update to his Facebook PaBe,

stating, "Need contacts in PORTLAND to PM me AS.AP!!!!! [subject name] Safet5, is
rviry

I

neecl contacts!!!

I need some Warfighters if at all possible."

A subject rvho was questioned following his/her arrest in connection with
his/her activities at I\{NWR told larv enforcement officers that MNWR occupiers had
made their rvay to Bundy Ranch and were staying there. According to this person,
an individual armed with an AR-15 rvas providing security for NINWR occupiers
who were sta-rring at Bundy Ranch.
Ｔ■
■■

ARGUMENT
The Bail Reform Act provides that a judicial oficer shall detain a defendant

pending trial where "no conditions or combination of conditions wili reasonably
assure the appearance of the per'son as required and the safety of any other person

and the community." 18 U.S.C. $ 3142(e). Detention is appropriate rvhere a
defendant poses either a danger to the community or a risk of non-appearance and

it is not necessal'y to prove both. See United States

u.

Motam.edi,767 F.zd 1403,

1406 (gth Cir. 1985). The Government must establish by clear and convincing
evidence that the defendant presents a danger to the community and by a

preponderance of the evidence that the defendant is a risk of non-appearance. fd.
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In determining rvhether pretrial detention is appropriate, SectionSL42
provides four factors for the Court to consider: (1) the nature and circumstances of

the offense chalged, including whether the offense charged is a crime of violence; (2)
the weight of the evidence against the defendant; (3) the history and characteristics
of the d.efendant; and (4) the nature and seriousness of the danger posed by the
defenclant's release. Uni,ted, Sta.tes u- Tou;nsend.,897 F.2d 989, 994 (gth Cir. 1990);
18 U.S.C. $ 3142(9).

Where, as here, there is probable cause to believe that the defendant has

committed an offense under Titie 18, United States Code, Section 924(c), the court
shall plesume, subject to rebuttal, that no condition or combination of conditions

will reasonably assure the appearance of the person as required and the safety of
the community. 18 U.S.C.

S 31a2(e)(3)(B).

At the detention lr.earing, the Court may properly rely upon a proffer by
counsel in determining a defendant's danger to the communit), or risk of

flight.

See

United States u. Winsor,785 F.zd 755,756 (9th Cir. 1986) ("[T]he government may
proceed in a detention hearing b5, proffer or hearsa5,.")

A.

The Offenses Charged Are Based on Bundy's On-Going
Defiance of Federal Court Orders and Include Crirnes of
Violence

Crimes of violence for purposes of the BaiI Reform Act inciude any offense

that has as "an element of the offense the use, atternpted use, ol threatened use of
physical force against the person or property of another," and is a felon5, that "by its
natuLe, involves a substantial risk that physical folce against the person or
Gov't's Memo in Support of Its l\{otion for PT

Detention
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propefty of another may be used in the course of committing the offense." See 18
U.S.C.

S

3156(a)(4XA). Here, five of the Counts contained in the Criminal

Complaint against Bundy are crimes of violence: assault on a federal officer with a
firearrn and deadly weapon; extortion by force and violence; Section 924(c) counts as
to each; and conspiracy to commit sarne.

Bundy's charges are grounded not only in violence and his lawless acts, but
also in his continued refusal to abide by federal court orders and other laws.

Bundy continues to be in violation of no less than four federal Court Orders and
each day enjoy the proceeds of his criminal activity, generating income through

grazing ovel' a thousand head of cattle on federal lands for free and seiling these
cattle for thousands of dollars each as he deems necessary.
Every
of the

da5r

that Bundy is loose on Bundy Ranch is a day that he is in violation

law. He continues to run his cattle in violation of federal law. He continues

to flout the authority of federal larv enforcement officers and threaten violence

if

they try to enforce the iaw.
Bundy's rhetoric and his condrict relating to these charges makes clear that
he has not changed his mind about the BLM or the federal government. As

demonstrated above, Bundy has declared a personal war against the BLNI and the
federal government and there has been no evidence adduced during this massive
investigation to suggest that he has changed his rnind about any of that.

In the past, he has used gunmen to man checkpoints and conduct security
patrols to prevent his arrest. His threats of force and past use of force have, to date,
Gov't's N,Iemo in Support of Its l\{otion for PT Detention
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prevented larv enforcement officers frorn carrying out the court orders to remol,e
Bundy's cattle from the public lands and kept them from patrolling and enforcing
the laws and regulations pertaining to the large swath of pubiic lands knorvn in the
GoId Butte area.

If Bundy were allowed to return to Bundy Ranch, the continued absence of a
larv enforcement presence in the Gold Butte area directly threatens the safety of

others who wish to enjoy or use the same land that Bundy now has free reign over.

If released, Bundy would pose a significant risk of non-appearance, allorving
him to bunker down at his ranch, fortify it with armed guards and thereby
requiring federal officers to face the dangerous task of apprehending him.
Thus, there are no conditions or combination of conditions that any federal
court could impose to protect the community from his lawless activitSr, whether that
community is comprised of the citizens using the public lands or federal law
enforcement officers and civilian employees attempting to mallage the resources
and enforce the laws. AII are subject to Bundy's threats of violence.

B.

Substantial Evidence Exists Establishing Bundy's Guilt

In the immediate aftermath of the April

12 assault, federal law enforcement

officers'*,ere forced to abandon the impoundment site, precluding them from
conducting an immediate investigation. Out of safety concerns and the need to
deescalate the violence and restore order, the remaining local larv enforcernent

officers

- rn ho themselves were outnumbered by Bundy's Follorvers -

allou,ed the

gunmen and the conspirators sirnply to leave the site without making any arrests,
Gov't's Memo in Support of Its l\{otion for PT Detention
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conducting any interviews, taking any statements, or obtaining any identification of

the gunmen and other assaulters.
Absent conternporaneous arlests and identifications, the investigation
became purely historical in nature. The presence of many gunmen in and near the

area of Bundy Ranch, the armed checkpoints and patrols, the presence of assault
weapons in the militia camps, inciuding (by some accounts) a .50 caliber
mach-inegun,

fulther increased the difficulty of conducting

a physical investigation

of Bundy Ranch or the impoundment site.

All of that said and despite those obstacles, the investigation began the day
after the assault and continues to this day, identifiiing the assaulters, rvhere they
came fi'om, hor.v the5, got to Nevada, their connections to Bund5z and others and

their role in the assault and the aftermath.
To date, the government has conducted hundreds of witness interviews;
executed over 40 search warrants; reviern,ed, organized and anal5rzed hundreds of

thousands of pages of documents (mostly from social media); reviern,ed, organized
and analyzed thousands of pages of telephone records; and organized, reviern,ed and
analyzed hundreds ofhours ofaudio and video recordings.

In addition to his numerous statements captured on social media, Bundy is
captured on video directing his follor,r,ers to go get his cattle on April 12. Numerous
witnesses describe his involvernent in the conspiracy and the ongoing activities at

Bundy Ranch both during and after the assault. The evidence overwhelmingly
establishes that Bundy was the leader, organizer and main beneficiary of the
Goy't's Memo in Support of Its N{otion for PT Detention
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conspiracy to impede and assault the federal officers conducting impoundment
operations on April 12.

C.

Bundy's History and Characteristics Del■ ■onstrate the Danger
and Risk of Non― Appearance He Poses

For two decades,Bundy has grazed his cattle on federallands without
COIIlpbing With BL■ /1 regulations or paying any grazingお es or other penalties,
despite four federal court orders turecting hiln to cure these violatiOns. When

Bundy was presented with the impending court‐ authorized impoundment of his
cattle,he fbmented and recruited his own army、vho expressed aヽ rillingness to raise
weapons against federal law enforcement offlcers.
'S
Bunも ″

rhetoric and his conduct relating to these charges makes clear that

he has nOt changed his IIIlind about the BLヽ l or the federal government. いLs

demonstrated above,Bundy has declared a personal war against the BLA/1 and the
federal government and there has been no evidence adduced during this lnassive
investigation to suggest that he has changed his lnind about any ofthat.
Further,there silnply is no indication in any ofthe evidence that an Order fOr
ill get Bundy to do what three previous
less restrictive conditions f■ 5om this Court、 √
Courts could not:follolv federal la、 v. He does not recognize federal la、 v and has said

so repeatedly. He does not follo、 v federalla、 v or federal court orders and has

demonstrated that repeatedly. There is no assurance that Bundb7 willin the least
adhere to pretrial restrictions contained in yet another court ordOr,、 vhich
restrictions will no doubt include that he comply with and fbllow all federal laws
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which rvould include federal court orders that require him to remove his cattle from
public lands.

D.

Bundy Poses A Significant Danger to the Comrnunity

Bundy's conduct in April, 2014, risked hundreds of people's lives

-

he incited

and directed approximately four hundred people to travel to the BLM impoundment
site to face off with federai law enforcement officers. But for the courageous

restraint of these officers, this violent assault would likeiy harre met with violent
and deadly ends.

Bundy continues to put federal law enforcement officers, civilian emplo5,ees,
and community members at risk with his conspiracy to impede BLM in performing

their duties around the country. Bund5r rvas willing to put these people at risk in

April 2014 when faced u,ith the impoundment of cattle. He continued to do so rn ith
his patrols of the Gold Butte region and ivith his involvement in the MNWR

takeover, ostensibly over lands rights issues. That Bundy norv faces a lengthy
incarceration if convicted of the charges can only bode more dangerous conduct if he
is released.

E.

Only Pretrial Detention Will Reasonably Assure the Safety of
Others and the Comrnunity and Bundy's Future Appearance

A presumption applies that Bundy shall be detained and Bundy cannot
overcome that presumption. The charges, the evidence, Bundy's history and the

danger posed estabiish that there are no conditions or combination of conditions

that can address these risks. As aiready discussed, any terms of release would have
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to include Bundy's aclherence to ali larvs. He has demonstrated and stated that he

will not follow federal court orders.
Even the most stringent of conditions are insufficient to assure the safety of
the community or Bundy's appearance, given that ultimately, they must rely on
Btrndy's good faith compliance. See United Sto,tes u. Hir,517 F.3d 1081, 1092 (gth

Cir. 2008) (Noting that aLthough the defendant and pretrial services proposed

"strict conditions," "therv contain[ed] one critical flarv. In order to be effective, they
depend on [the defendant's] good faith compliance."): see also United States

u.

Tortora,922F.2d 880, 886 (1st Cir. 1990) (concluding that an extensive set of
release conditions contained "an Achilles' heel ... virtually all of them hinge[d] on

the defendant's good faith compliance"). In Tortora, an alleged member of a
prorninent mafia family stood trial for crimes under the racketing and organized
crime statute. The First Circuit considered the eiaborate conditions proposed that
rvould restrict any communications rvith the defendant's cohorts. Ultimately, the

court rejected those conditions, recognizing that "the conditions as a rvhole are
flawed in that their success depends largely on the defendant's good faith-or lack of

it. They can be too easily circumvented or manipulated." Tortora,922 F.2d at 886.
Such considerations are doubly present here, given that Bundy's crimes

in

this case are rooted in his defiance offederai court orders directed specifically to
hirn, and that his commitment to flouting federal authority has been maintained in
rvord and deed through the present.
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CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated herein, Bundy is a danger to the community and poses
a risk of non-appearance. Bundy cannot overcome the presumption that he should
be detained and no conditions or combination of conditions u,ill reasonably assure

the safety of others or his appearance at future proceedings. Accordingly, the
Government respectfull5, lsquests that the Court order Bundy detained pending

triai.
DATED this 16th day of February 2016.
Rcspeclully sublnitted,

BILLY J.WILLIAMS
United Statcs Attonlcy
DistriCt OfOregon
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Assistant United States Attomey

DANIEL G.BOGDEN
United States Attorlley

District ofNevada
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Assistant United States Attomeys
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Special Assistant United States Attomeys
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEttBY CERTIFY thatthe GOVERNル lENT'S MEⅣ 10RANDUⅣlIN SUPPORT
OF ITS Ⅳ10TION FOR PRETRIAL DETENT10N was cmailcd to Defcndant Cliven
Bundy's attomey Noel Grefenson on February 16,2016,at ngrefensonの aol.com.
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